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 SPELLING- Week 12 

This week we are going to be focusing on prefixes again. Can you remember what 

a prefix is? What prefixes have we learnt so far? 

 

A prefix is a word that is placed before a root word. By adding a prefix to a root 

word it changes its meaning. So far we have looked at the following prefixes: 

 

 

Un 

meaning ‘not’ 

Normally given negative 

or opposite meaning. 

 

Examples: 

unfair 

untidy 

unwell 

Mis 

meaning ‘ill, mistaken or 

wrong’. 

 

 

Examples: 

misbehave 

misspell 

misplace 

Dis 

meaning ‘apart or away’ 

Normally gives it the 

opposite meaning.  

 

Examples: 

disrespect 

disagree 

dislike 

 

Can you think of any other words that start with one of the prefixes listed above? 

 

Focus 

This week we are going to be focusing on the prefix re. 
The prefix re usually means ‘again, repeat or back’. 

 

Here are a few examples of the prefix re being used. 

 

Root Word With Prefix 

write rewrite 

appear reappear 

turn return 

move remove 

 
 
Below are some activities for this week's spelling focus. Try and do as many as you 

can but don’t worry if you can’t do all of them, just try your best! 

 



Activity 1- Re Hunt 

Use a dictionary to try and find as many words with the prefix re.  

Set yourself a time challenge. How many can you find in 15 minutes? 

 

Once your time is up, try and write down the definition for each word and 

then use it in a sentence. This is especially useful for new words that you 

may have found 

 

Example: 

  

Word Definition Example 

Recycle convert waste into 

reusable material  

I always like to try and 

recycle plastic. 

 

 

Activity 2 - Wordsearch 

Try and complete the attached word search, which focuses on re words. If 

you do not have a printer or finish quickly, why not try making your own 

word search. You can either use the blank template or draw out your own 

template. (Spellings - Activity 2) 

 

Activity 3 - Changing words to RE 

Look at the attached sheet. Read the following sentences. Add re to the 

root word, to create the new word. Copy out the sentences with the 

correct word onto paper. You can mark your work afterwards using the 

marking sheet. (Spelling - Activity 3) 

 

Activity 4 

Add the correct prefix before these root words. They might be any of the 4 

prefixes that we have learnt so far - mis, dis, un and re. Try and do it 

independently. To check answers use previous spelling work, as well as 

dictionaries to support you. 

 

behave happy write know 

honest comfortable place zip 

count lucky tell fortune 

well move appear use 

like wrap build read 

 

Write out the new words. Are there any root words that can use multiple 

prefixes to make real words? 



 

MY SPELLINGS 

 
Keep on working through the words on the 100, 200 and Year 3 and 4 wordlists. 

(Wordlist were attached to Week 10’s remote learning).  Also, look at your spelling 

book to see the words that you got wrong in past tests and keep revisiting them. 

 
Pick up to 10 words from these lists to practise each week. Practise the ones that 

you find hard to spell correctly by using the LOOK, SAY, COVER, SPELL CHECK 

method and then using them in sentences. Try and do a little spelling test like you 

would do at school and see which ones you got right. If you got any wrong don’t 

worry just add them to next week's test, and keep on practising them. Remember 

practise makes PERFECT! 

 

 
 
 

 


